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Objective To evaluate the feasibility and efficacy
of a serious illness decision aid (Plan Well Guide) in
increasing the engagement of substitute decision-
makers (SDM) in advance care planning (ACP).
Methods This trial was conducted (2017–2019)
in outpatient settings in Ontario, Canada,
aiming to recruit 90 dyads of patients aged 65
years and older at high risk of needing future
medical decisions and their SDM. Participants
were randomised to receive the intervention
immediately or to a 3-month wait period. The
Plan Well Guide was administered to the patient
and SDM by a facilitator. Outcomes were change
on the validated 17-item SDM ACP Engagement
Survey (primary) and 15-item patient ACP
Engagement Survey (secondary).
Results Of 136 dyads approached, 58
consented and were randomised and 45
completed the study (28 immediate intervention,
17 delayed intervention). The trial was stopped
early because of difficulties with enrolling and
following up participants. The mean changes
on the SDM ACP Engagement Survey and the
patient ACP Engagement Survey favoured the
first group but were not statistically significant
(mean difference (MD)=+0.2 (95% CI: −0.3
to 0.6) and MD=+0.4 (95% CI: −0.1 to 0.8),
respectively). In a post-hoc subgroup analysis,
significant treatment effects were seen in
SDMs with a lower-than-median baseline score
compared with those at or above the median.
Conclusions In this statistically underpowered
randomised trial, differences in SDM ACP
engagement between groups were small. Further
information is needed to overcome recruitment
challenges and to identify people most likely to
benefit from the Plan Well Guide.
Trial registration number NCT03239639

Key messages
What was already known?

► Substitute decision-makers have difficulty

making medical decisions consistent with
their older loved one’s wishes.

What are the new findings?

► The Plan Well Guide did not increase

advance care planning engagement of
substitute decision-makers, except in those
least engaged.

What is their significance?

► (a) Clinical: Plan Well Guide may benefit

some people.

► (b) Research: Methods are needed to

overcome recruitment challenges in older
patients.

BACKGROUND RATIONALE
Many seriously ill older adults, at some
point, will lack the capacity to make their
own medical treatment decisions.1 In the
event that a patient becomes incapable of
making medical decisions, substitute decision makers (SDM) will be approached
to make decisions on the patient’s behalf.
SDMs report challenges making medical
decisions on behalf of loved ones due
to lack of a clear understanding of their
loved one’s values and wishes, which can
lead to distress.2 In order for the SDM to
engage in medical decision-making with
the healthcare team in a way that upholds
the patient’s values and previous wishes,
the SDM would ideally have a greater
understanding of the patient’s values and
wishes.
Advance care planning (ACP) is a
process that supports adults at any age
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or stage of health in understanding and sharing their
personal values, life goals and preferences regarding
future medical care.3 Studies have shown that previous
engagement in ACP by the patient is associated
with increased likelihood that a patient’s previously
expressed wishes will guide medical treatment decisions,4–7 increased likelihood of receiving hospice
services and reduced likelihood of hospitalisation
and provision of intensive treatments (according to
patients’ wishes) at the end of life.8 9
While ACP has clear benefits to patients and healthcare systems, studies continue to document problems
with the quality or quantity of communication and
decision-making during serious illness,10 11 suggesting
that ACP has not been undertaken successfully.
Patients can express preferences for the use or non-
use of life-sustaining treatments, however they also
report considerable decisional conflict about the preference. Furthermore, patients often hold conflicting
values from a medical perspective, such as living as
long as possible and also minimising invasive treatments.12 There is misunderstanding among the public
of the benefits and harms of treatments during serious
illness such as cardiopulmonary resuscitation13 and
palliative care14 and a lack of understanding of the
SDM role.15 These common misunderstandings that
undermine successful ACP likely contribute to the
decisional conflict and regret experienced by some
SDM.16
The novel decision aid, (the Plan Well Guide tool;
www.planwellguide.com), was created to help patients
clarify their authentic values and be truly informed
about the medical treatment options in the context of
serious illness. In a randomised trial of the Plan Well
Guide in primary care, some aspects of decisional
quality improved while reducing the physician’s time
to accomplish goals of care decisions.17 Although one
would imagine that improved decision-making would
have a positive effect on the patient’s SDM, this trial
did not investigate the effect on SDMs.
We conducted a randomised trial to evaluate the
efficacy of the Plan Well Guide used with a patient in
the presence of the patient’s SDM, in increasing the
SDM’s ACP engagement behaviours. The secondary
objectives were to evaluate the efficacy of the Plan
Well Guide to increase ACP engagement behaviours of
the patient. We were also interested in feasibility of
recruiting SDMs in the community for ACP research.

Table 1

METHODS
This was a parallel group randomised controlled trial
where participants were randomised to immediate
intervention or delayed intervention (control group)
in a 1:1 allocation ratio. Patients allocated to the
delayed intervention received the intervention after
they had completed the 3-month outcome assessment.
The protocol has been previously published.18
Recruitment

Participants were enrolled from September 2017
to October 2019 from nine outpatient settings in
Ontario, Canada, including family practice, cardiology, cancer pain and symptom management and
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease clinics (table 1).
For most participants, physicians identified the patient
as potentially eligible at a visit and referred them to
the research assistant on site. In two family practices,
to boost recruitment the physician also reviewed the
electronic medical record and contacted potentially
eligible patients by telephone. SDMs were invited at
the time of the clinic visit with the patient or they
were contacted by the research assistant after receiving
permission from the patient.
Participants and enrolment criteria

Eligible participants were dyads of adult patients
aged 65 years and older who could identify an SDM
willing to participate and the patient’s identified SDM
aged 18 years or older. Clinics were asked to identify
adult patients considered ‘high-risk’ for probability of
a decline in health that may require hospitalisation,
for example, based on age, comorbidities, change in
health status or recent hospitalisations.19 20
Additional eligibility criteria included being cognitively able to consent to research (as perceived by the
referring clinician’s judgement, and confirmed by the
research staff obtaining consent), able to communicate
in English and having adequate hearing and vision
(with aids) to be able to interact with the research staff.
Exclusion criteria included inability to communicate in
English.
Data collection

The baseline outcome measurement was administered
after randomisation in both groups to accommodate
the request of many participants to be interviewed in
person rather than by telephone, and to receive the
intervention at the same time (for those randomised to

Numbers of dyads (patient and substitute decision-maker) approached, randomised and completed, by study site

Site

No of dyads approached

No of dyads randomised

No of dyads completed follow-up

Family practices
Cancer outpatient clinic
Heart failure clinic
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease clinic

136
23
64
7

36
10
17
3

26
5
12
2
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the immediate intervention). Therefore, participants
were aware of their group allocation at the time of the
baseline measurements.
The follow-up measure was administered either by
telephone in the immediate intervention group or at
the in-person study visit at the delayed intervention
appointment.

previously published taxonomy describing different
levels of the use or non-use of life-sustaining treatments is used.22 23
Usual care

Randomisation was blocked using variable block size,
and concealed using sequentially numbered opaque
envelopes. Participants could not be blinded. Outcome
measurement was not blinded. Investigators were
blinded to group allocation of the participants and the
data analyst was blinded.

Participants randomised to delayed intervention
were contacted by phone for in-person second baseline measures at 12 weeks and were then given the
intervention.
At baseline, to ensure all participants received current
publicly available information about ACP, patients in
both groups received a booklet on ACP created by the
provincial Hospice Palliative Care Association, which
describes the provincial legal context of ACP but does
not duplicate the content of the Plan Well Guide.

Study intervention

Outcome measures

Details of the Plan Well Guide slide show version
used in this study (slides with voiceover) have been
described previously.17 A trained research nurse who
had practiced the intervention in mock sessions,
ran the interactive Plan Well Guide for the patient
and SDM on a laptop computer and completed the
structured paper-based values clarification and preference questions with the patient when prompted by
the decision aid. The research nurse could assist the
patient through their deliberations about the values
and preferences questions and review the information
from sections of the tool as needed until the patient
was comfortable expressing a preference, but did not
provide advice about personal medical decisions.
The Plan Well Guide (1) describes the difference
between serious illness and terminal care, and the
significance of making decisions under conditions of
uncertainty, (2) defines personal values, why these
are important in decision-
making and how trade-
offs are sometimes required, (3) provides education
about different approaches to care in hospital and the
outcomes of various treatment options (resuscitative/
intensive care, medical care, comfort care) in probabilistic terms with visual aids and (4) guides the patient
through a values and preference elicitation process,
explicitly linking values to preferences using rating
scales and a grid (see www.planwellguide.com). The
grids are used to provide structured guidance to the
patient helping them link their stated values to reasonable treatment preferences. If the patient indicates a
preference for cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR), a
CPR information video is shown describing the benefits
and risks of this procedure.21 If the patient feels there
is discordance in the treatment preference highlighted
on the grids (eg, their values regarding prolonging life
and willingness to tolerate interventions are inconsistent with treatment preference aligned on the grid), the
research nurse reviews the patient’s values, and which
values are most important to determine if they would
like any changes. The final step is to elicit a treatment
preference for the use of life-sustaining treatments. A

The primary outcome was the overall score on a validated 17-item ‘SDM ACP Engagement Survey’. The
survey is based on a previously validated patient ACP
Engagement Survey24 and was adapted for SDMs.25
The patient ACP Engagement Survey is based on
stages of behaviour change, meaning that questions ask
about processes that precede actual actions (including
knowledge, contemplation, self-efficacy, readiness) as
well as actions, such as discussing one’s wishes with the
SDM and documenting wishes. Within each domain,
questions pertain to Behaviour Change Processes on
5-point Likert scales where a score of 1 indicates the
lowest level of engagement and 5 indicates the highest.
Actions are based on questions of whether an ACP
action such as asking someone to be an SDM or documenting wishes, was completed.24 Several versions of
varying lengths have been validated.26 The 17-
item
SDM ACP Engagement Survey was created to measure
the impacts of ACP tools and interventions on SDMs
and elicits knowledge, contemplation, self-
efficacy,
readiness and actions with respect to the SDM role.
In the initial validation study, internal consistency
reliability was >0.9 and the proportion of variance
explained was 91%.25 There is an overall score and
subscale scores for the aforementioned domains.
At the time of this trial, the SDM ACP Engagement
Survey had not been studied for its responsiveness to
an intervention.
Secondary SDM outcomes were changes in the
subscale scores of the SDM ACP Engagement Survey.
Change in ACP engagement of the patient was also a
secondary outcome, measured by the 15-item version
of the aforementioned patient ACP Engagement
Survey (internal consistency reliability 0.92, Pearson
correlation with original full-length survey 0.91).26
Information collected to describe participants
included age, sex, education level, health literacy and
a modified Clinical Frailty Scale (CFS) which excluded
the highest category of terminal illness.27 The CFS was
shown to each dyad, input was sought from the patient
and consensus agreed on. Additionally, for SDMs,

Randomisation, allocation, concealment and blinding
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their relationship to the patient and whether they had
been formally asked by the patient to be the SDM were
asked.
Follow-up

The outcome assessment took place 12 weeks after
the intervention (or baseline interview in the delayed
intervention group). This timing was chosen allow
time for the patient and SDM to reflect and further
discussvalues and preferences, to enhance the SDM’s
perception of confidence and readiness in the SDM
role.
On average, follow-ups were completed in 14 weeks
(minimum: 6 weeks; maximum: 21 weeks). Between
3 and 10 attempts were made, as needed, to reach the
patient and SDM for follow-up. If only one member
of the dyad completed follow-up, their data was used
as appropriate for analyses of primary or secondary
outcomes.
Sample size and statistical analysis

The sample size was based on the mean difference
between groups on the change in score for the SDM
ACP Engagement Survey. The target sample size to
detect an effect size (ratio of difference between groups
to standard deviation [SD]) of at least 0.6 (small,
0.20–0.49; moderate, 0.5–0.79; large, ≥0.8028)
for the primary outcome with 80% power at a two-
sided alpha=0.05 is 16/ (0.62) was 45 per group. A
moderate effect size was expected based on previous
studies testing the effect of a computer-based ACP tool
in similar populations.29 30
The primary analysis was performed using an
intention-
to-
treat approach. For the intention-
to-
treat analysis, multiple imputation was used, assuming
missing data followed a missing at random pattern. In
total, five data sets were imputed. The pooled effect
estimates in terms of MD along with 95% confidence
intervals (CI) were reported. Sensitivity analysis was
done using the per-protocol approach.
The overall scores of the SDM ACP Engagement
Survey and the patient ACP Engagement Survey were
calculated as the mean of all questions on the 5-point
response scales for the entire survey. ACP actions
were elicited within the ‘readiness’ questions, which
includes responses of ‘I have never thought about it’; ‘I
have thought about it but I am not ready to do it’; ‘I am
planning to do it in the next 6 months’; ‘I am definitely
planning to do it in the next 30 days’; and, ‘I have
already done it’. If a patient reported ‘I have already
done it’, they were considered to have completed that
action for that behaviour.
The primary and secondary outcomes were analysed
as the difference between groups in the change from
baseline to the 3-month follow-up measurement (after
the intervention in the immediate group and a second
baseline measurement immediately before receiving
intervention in the delayed group). We used multiple
102

linear regression adjusted for the site of recruitment
to analyse the continuous outcomes. We conducted a
post-hoc subgroup analysis of the outcomes according
to whether the baseline SDM ACP Engagement Survey
score was above versus equal to or below the median
of all study participants.
All statistical tests were two-sided at the level of
significance 0.05. All analyses were conducted using
the software R V.4.0.3.31
RESULTS
Two-hundred forty patients and 136 SDM were identified and consented to be contacted by a researcher
or were approached directly at a clinic visit (figure 1).
Of these, 104 patients and 49 SDM declined to participate, and the remainder could not be reached to
discuss the study (eg, no answer, calls not returned).
Sixty-six dyads of a patient and their SDM provided
consent and were enrolled, however eight withdrew
before randomisation and baseline measurement.
Anecdotally, the main reasons for not participating
were lack of interest on the part of the patient or SDM
due to the perception that ACP had already been undertaken through completion of wills, funeral plans and
so on. In-person recruitment was done only on days
when a research assistant could be present and when
convenient for the clinic. New clinics were added over
time to boost recruitment. When the research assistant
began noticing the same patients returning for visits
over time, they felt that recruitment had been ‘saturated’ at that site.
Thirty-four dyads were randomised to the immediate intervention group and 24 to the delayed intervention group. Complete follow-up measurement was
obtained for 28 (82.4%) dyads in the immediate intervention group and 17 dyads (70.8%) in the delayed
intervention group. Reasons for loss to follow-
up
mainly related to worsening illness, and in the delayed
intervention group lack of interest in completing the
second baseline survey and receiving the intervention
(figure 1).
The mean age of patient participants at baseline in
the immediate and delayed intervention groups was 76
and 74 years, and 50% and 58% were women (table 2).
The mean age of SDM in both groups was 66 years.
In the immediate and delayed intervention groups,
71% and 63% were the patient’s spouse, respectively.
On average, the intervention took 70 min (minimum
50 min, maximum 140 min) to complete.
The mean score on the SDM ACP Engagement
Survey at baseline was 3.7 (SD=0.8) in the immediate
intervention group and 3.6 (SD=0.8) in the delayed
intervention group. Scores in both groups increased:
the mean difference was 0.1 in favour of the immediate
intervention group (95% CI: −0.4 to 0.6; p=0.64)
(figure 2). For the subscales of knowledge, contemplation, self-efficacy and readiness, all scores increased
to a greater extent in the immediate group than the
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Figure 1

Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials flow diagram. ACP, advance care planning.

delayed group, however none of the mean differences
were statistically significant. The greatest difference
in the increase between groups was for the readiness
subscale (mean difference=0.3; 95% CI −0.3 to 1.0,
p=0.32). The results were similar after adjusting for
study site and in the per-protocol analyses unadjusted
and adjusted for study site (online supplemental file 1).
The overall mean score on the patient ACP Engagement Survey at baseline was 3.9 (SD=0.7) in the
immediate intervention group and 3.7 (SD=0.7) in
the delayed intervention group. The mean scales in
both groups increased: the mean difference was 0.4 in
favour of the immediate intervention group (95% CI:
−0.1 to 0.8; p=0.11) (figure 3). The subscale with the
largest difference in change between groups was readiness (mean difference=0.6, 95% CI: −0.15 to 1.3;
p=0.12).
In the post-hoc subgroup analysis, there were 18
immediate intervention and 12 delayed intervention
SDMs at or below the median at baseline (figure 4).

In this subgroup, the overall SDM ACP Engagement
Survey score increase was statistically significantly
greater for the immediate than the delayed intervention group overall (mean difference=0.6, 95% CI:
0.03 to 1.2, p=0.04), and for the contemplation
subscale (mean difference=0.4, 95% CI: 0.05 to 0.8,
p=0.03).
DISCUSSION
In this randomised trial in 45 SDMs of older adult
patients, enrolment was stopped early because of
recruitment difficulties. Within the small data set
accrued, the use of the Plan Well Guide serious illness
decision aid did not result in statistically significant
differences in SDM engagement in ACP behaviours
compared with a control group who received usual
care. Patient engagement in ACP behaviour change
processes and actions also did not change more in the
intervention group compared with the control group.
Scores on the measures increased in both groups and
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Table 2 Baseline demographic characteristics of patients and
substitute decision-makers in the trial
Delayed
Immediate intervention intervention
group (n=34)
group (n=24)
Patients
Age, mean (SD)
Female, n (%)
Married or living as
married, n (%)
University degree, n (%)
Self-rated health fair or
poor, n (%)
Health literacy, n (%)
Need help sometimes,
often, always
Frailty score, n (%)
Vulnerable or higher
(category 4)
Substitute decision-makers
Age (mean, SD)
Female, n (%)
Relationship to patient,
n (%)
 Spouse
 Child
 Other relative or friend
University degree, n (%)
Have been a medical
decision-maker before,
n (%)
Have been formally asked
by patient to be medical
decision-maker, n (%)

76 (8)
17 (50)
27 (79)

74 (7)
14 (58)
20 (83)

16 (47)
6 (18)

9 (38)
6 (25)

2 (6)

2 (8)

6 (18)

7 (29)

66 (12)
23 (72)

66 (10)
14 (58)

24 (71)
9 (27)
1 (3)
18 (54)
8 (24)

15 (63)
7 (29)
2 (8)
13 (54)
9 (38)

21 (62)

15 (63)

our expected effect size was not achieved. In a post-hoc
analysis, there was a statistically significant difference
between groups for overall SDM ACP engagement and
for the subscale of contemplation, among the subgroup
of SDM who had a baseline below the median overall
score.
The Plan Well Guide encourages patients to share
the values and preference elicitation exercise with their

Figure 2 Mean between-group differences and 95% CIs for
the change in the substitute decision-maker (SDM) advance
care planning (ACP) Engagement Survey overall score (ACP 17)
and subscale scores. MD, mean difference; ITT, intention-to-
treat.

104

Figure 3 Mean between-group differences and 95% CIs for
the change in patient advance care planning (ACP) Engagement
Survey overall score (ACP 15) and subscale scores. MD, mean
difference; ITT, intention-to-treat.

SDM. We hypothesised that the presence of the SDM
while the patient works through the tool would lead
to changes in behaviour change processes of the SDM
efficacy,
including knowledge, contemplation, self-
readiness and actions . There may be several explanations for the lack of detectable differences, besides the
underpowered statistical tests due to small sample size.
Given the nature of the patient population, participants
may have already had conversations about serious
illness decision-making. On a contemplation question
such as how often the SDM had thought about talking
with their loved one about wishes, a response of three
is ‘a few times’ and four is ‘several times’. Given that
most mean subscale scores on the survey were above
3.5 of a possible 5 at baseline, there may have been
little room for improvement. Another explanation
may be that SDMs were often present with the patient
when responding to the survey and they may have
been reluctant to admit lack of readiness for their role.
Our study used the SDM ACP Engagement Survey
as an outcome measure, and while some of the psychometric properties have been assessed, it has not been
evaluated for responsiveness to the Plan Well Guide
intervention. Previous studies of interventions to prepare
SDM for decision-making involvement have used SDM
decision-making confidence and dyad congruence on
preference for use of life-sustaining treatments.32 In an
international consensus panel of important outcomes

Figure 4 Mean between-group differences and 95% CIs for
the change in the substitute decision-maker (SDM) advance
care planning (ACP) Engagement Survey overall score (ACP 17)
and subscale scores: subgroup analysis by at or below baseline
median versus above baseline median (adjusted for study site,
no imputation for missing data). MD, mean difference.
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of ACP, deciding on and sharing values and care preferences with the SDM were voted to be among the most
important outcomes.33 These outcomes are upstream
of actual decision-making quality such as dyad congruence. Therefore, it is important to evaluate whether
ACP interventions improve SDM processes of preparation for decision-making.
Recruiting and retaining patients with significant health concerns and their SDM in the community through outpatient clinics was challenging. Poor
health and mobility problems have been reported to
be barriers to research participation in frail elderly
people.34 We were not able to recruit the SDM of
all patients who were potentially interested. Other
studies have reported similar challenges recruiting
and retaining patient and SDM dyads in studies of
end-of-life communication.35–37 Shields et al reported
that one-
third of consenting patients could not be
enrolled in a trial of dyads because the surrogate did
not consent.37 More understanding is needed on the
best way to recruit older patient and SDM dyads for
ACP studies because of the importance of the SDM’s
role. There were more losses to follow-
up in the
delayed intervention group due to worsening health
and lack of interest. A shorter follow-up period should
be considered for future studies in this population.
Limitations

This study has limitations. Most notably, recruitment
was lower than expected and the study was statistically underpowered. The recruitment challenges
related mainly to SDMs, who were more difficult to
reach and engage compared with patients. Some deviations were required from the published protocol,
such as conducting the baseline measure after randomisation, to ensure participant recruitment and retention. Nevertheless, baseline measures between groups
were similar, and the small magnitude of difference in
outcomes suggests that there was no bias towards over-
estimating effects. The Plan Well Guide has not been
translated to languages other than English or adapted
for varying cultures, therefore study participants may
represent the typical Caucasian English-
speaking
population as found in many previous studies of ACP.38
Models of adapting ACP tools for other populations
exist39 and should be considered in the future.
CONCLUSIONS
In this statistically underpowered trial that was
stopped early, differences between groups were small,
however there was a larger and statistically significant
effect in SDM participants with lower baseline ACP
engagement. Further information is needed to overcome recruitment challenges and to identify people
most likely to benefit from the Plan Well Guide.
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